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This is a kind of art that develops into different and infinite layers, a kaleidoscope following the
impulses of an electronic program. This is the John F. Simon’s “software art”, at the Galleria Galce. It is
the second Italian appointment after the exhibition at the Maramotti Collection in Reggio Emilia for the
American artist, whose works are in the Guggenheim and Museum of Modern Art collections and who
plays with lines and colors interweaving them in drawings and digital graffiti on a pc screening becoming
canvas.
The new exhibition is called “Riverrun”, taken from a neologism by James Joyce’s novel Finnegan’s
Wake, referring to the water flowing movement. Here the sequence of images flows continuously, “due
to my software the images appear and are created while displayed. Instead of displaying and
reproducing just one scene, the software develops many images and never repeats the same one”,
Simon said.
“Endless Beauty” is a fusion between technology and aesthetics, in which a screen shows different
frames and perspectives, transforming into desks, chairs, benches, skyscrapers, buses. The objects
become then signs, alluding to seismic waves and the deep structure of the Earth, a sort of obsession
for Simon, an expert in geology.
Beside this work there are four smaller ones, in which the software is integrated with the video. There is
“Kiss”, images of a man and a woman kissing on their lips, becoming bigger with the use of a lens,
superimposed by two digital spheres, moving and changing colors. Then the mini installation “Grasp”, in
which a hand tries to catch an emerald, a symbol of greed.
Computers are only one of the outlets reached by Simon in his creative process. His drawings are well
represented by four watercolors, representing Earth, Water, Air and Fire, the four elements of the
cosmology. He also creates sculptures in wood, drawing maps and crossed by a blue line: “Riverrun”, in
which Simon weaves the viewer though an interchange with color, form and composition.
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